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SLOW AND
STEADY
WINS
THE RACE
JOYCE MAKES
DUBOIS QUIT
IN LONDON
By Andrew Harrison

D

aniel Dubois was in love with boxing. Beyond the greenhorn
stage, yet still some way from his full potential, Britain’s latest heavyweight sensation epitomized the cliché about happy
fighters being dangerous souls. After five tense rounds against

London rival Joe Joyce at Westminster’s atmospheric Church House, the 4-to1 favorite suddenly looked like a man who’d lost his faith. “This is the fight
game,” trainer Martin Bowers said, with Dubois’ left eye puffy and his nose
leaking blood. “You’re in it now, got it?” Leading on the official scorecards
heading into round 10, his eye since pounded shut, Dubois committed boxing’s cardinal sin by taking a knee and quitting in mid-ring..

J OYC E vs. D U B O I S

“I couldn’t see out of the eye,” Dubois mumbled afterwards. “I didn’t want…just…it just happens, man. I can’t explain it.” He looked like someone who’d been dragged into
a confessional box.
“Yeah, he definitely quit,” Joyce said backstage, before
abstaining from worsening the woes of a beaten man with a
suspected broken eye socket and a confirmed broken heart.
It had been something of a tactical change for 35-year-old
Joyce, a mammoth heavyweight with a rare work ethic, a
sluggardly grinder robbed of Olympic glory in 2016 who, for
a compromised purse, was thought to be far too hittable to
beat a kid nicknamed “Dynamite.” In the majority of “Juggernaut” Joyce’s previous eleven pro fights – including wins
over Bermane Stiverne, Alexander Ustinov and Bryant Jennings – he resembled the Peterbilt gasoline tanker truck from
the movie Duel terrorizing a procession of red Valiants.
Dubois, 23, had looked more dynamic in his 15 wins.
Stalking behind a classic stance and a straight one-two,
he’d enjoyed a beano of ferocious punching, shy smiles and
strongman kayos.
Joyce is as slow as fermentation but he does have great
timing. And though he seems ungainly, his jab is unerringly
precise. In Pop art-inspired shorts, he painted Dubois into a
corner from the opening bell. Dubois responded in rounds
two and three, where he let rip with a succession of hooks
that bounced off Joyce’s huge head. Unaccustomed to being

met with impassivity at such moments, Dubois looked like
he’d been confronted with doubt for the first time.
Joyce’s approach requires immense self-assurance. A slow
burner accused of being clumsy and methodical, he confounds categorization as a 6’6” eighteen stone (252 pounds)
hulk who can perform impromptu backflips and graceful
acrobatics. The extensive amateur background he enjoyed
enabled him to enact a simple game plan that won him the
fight.
Tactics in a heavyweight match are rarely complicated and
so it followed here. Joyce circled away from Dubois’ dangerous right hand; when he jabbed, which was often, he’d move
his head further off to the side.
Joyce’s Cuban coach Ismael Salas had drilled him to perform this basic move in camp, swinging a glove attached to
a long pole while perched atop a pair of comical platform
shoes. Just days before the fight, however, Salas - who made
his bones training compatriots Ángel Herrera, Felix Savón
and Joel Casamayor - failed a Covid test and was expelled
from the big fight bubble. It left Steve Broughton and the
venerable Jimmy Tibbs – an ominous totem in any opposing
corner – to pick up the pieces.
After halfway, Joyce typically, inexorably took the upper
hand as Dubois visibly sputtered. At the end of a decisive
ninth round, Joyce dismissed him back to his corner with a
contemptuous wave of his arm. Dubois gave up 40 seconds

into round 10. A thumping jab smacked off what was a mere
slit of an eye, and the young man decided that was all he
could take.
Joyce now deserves the huge marketing push that had
awaited Dubois, though he’s unlikely to embrace it.
Much was made of how wooden both men had appeared
throughout a muted promotion. Introverts without the wit
or gabbiness necessary to create what passes for attractive
content in the social media age, they had to be accompanied
by veteran promoter Frank Warren and Joyce’s manager, a
former car salesman named Sam Jones, when filming the
standard ‘face off’ infomercial.
“You’ve been gassed up by all of these no-hopers that are
coming to fight you, Daniel,” Jones jibed, predicting his demise.
“And it’s gonna be all your fault as well, Frank.”
“You know something, in this business it’s always the promoter’s fault,” replied Warren, still willing to gamble in this,
the year of the tough break.
For his part, Joyce comes across like a B-movie heavy, the
type that can’t act but has a certain je ne sais quoi the director craves. “If I see that opportunity, I’ll be…punching him…
until he’s down,” he stuttered at the final press event, making
Lennox Lewis sound like Lincoln channelling Pericles.
Thankfully, oratory skills are of minimal concern to a
heavyweight Goliath who can fight. Joe Louis and Sonny
Liston were hardly grandmasters of the acerbic putdown.

And while it’s unfair to compare Joyce to that standard, he
belongs among the backstage murals depicting former British
heavyweight champions such as Henry Cooper, Joe Bugner,
Herbie Hide and Gary Mason.
Everyone agreed afterwards that Dubois could come
again.
At his age, Frank Bruno was rebuilding from a shattering loss to James “Bonecrusher” Smith; Audley Harrison was
still learning how to throw a left hand at Northolt A.B.C.;
Tyson Fury was preparing to explore his recuperative powers against Nicolai Firtha and Neven Pajkic, while Anthony
Joshua was basking in the dying glow of a blissful Olympic summer. Joyce, meanwhile, was struggling to master oil
paints at the business end of a fine arts degree.
Dubois had shown courage before his surrender and certainly has time on his side. Yet those bonus months and years
will drag like a jail term until he’s able to rid himself of a
reputation all boxers dread.
“I’ve always been very anxious,” Dubois once said. “Some
people might see it and think I’m a bit of a coward. Everyone’s got a bit of cowardice in them.”
Heavyweight contender Dillian Whyte was quick to cite
the ‘c’ word, while Tyson Fury commented that “boxing is a
heart sport.”
Dubois had his heart broken by Joe Joyce. It will take
some mending. ★

